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Amenity services introduction

1. measurement boundaries or conventions 

2. methods physical and monetary

Source: (CBS, Horlings et al. 2020)  

https://www.cbs.nl/en-gb/background/2020/04/monetary-valuation-of-ecosystem-services-for-the-netherlands
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1. Measurement boundaries and accounting convention issues

Source: adapted from UK NEA(2011)



Measurement boundaries: amenity-, local- and 
tourism-related recreational service use overlaps 
spatially and may be double counted

Source: SEEA EEA Revision Discussion Paper 5.1



‘Amenity service’ (tentative) definition in SEEA EEA 
has overlapping measurement boundaries
with ‘local recreation services’

Source: SEEA EEA Revision Ch.6 (July 2020) for Global Consultation

=> property 
owners

=> households 
in general

Amenity service: “Contributing to the desirability of a place or building” (Havinga et al. 2020)

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2212041620300334


2. Amenity service measurement
challenges using hedonic pricing

• greenspace extent (size) is an indicator of condition (functionality)

• accessibility of private garden greenspace, apartment buildings common
greenspace, versus public parks

• density or proximity measure of greenspace ?

• spatially patchy GIS data on neighbourhood greenspace condition

• non-linear and spatially heterogeneous distance decay of amenities’ 
marginal contribution to property price

• distinct property market segments:  houses owned, apartments rented

• actual sales price or assessed value in property register?

• annualization of the asset value (housing lifetime, discount rate)



Example:  Asset value of urban green space is 
sensitive to physical measurement choice: 
proximity or density indicator of amenity?

Source: Panduro et al 2016

proximity density
->differences in service 
providing area of asset



Selected take-home messages

Measurement boundaries:

• ‘Local recreation’ and ‘amenity’ service SEEA EEA revision
definitions overlap

• Amenity service value is a subset of local recreation welfare
value that is internalised in property transactions

Conventions to avoid double counting:

• minimum trip duration to separate from local recreation

• identify separate variables for proximity, viewshed and 
environmental qualities, other urban amenities

• estimate distance decay curves (to aggregate the marginal 
amenity value to properties, for each greenspace)



Examples of amenity services in 
ecosystem accounting

Biophysical mapping of amenities supply - accessibility & condition

UK vegetation in private open space (ONS 2019)

Monetary – hedonic property pricing for ecosystem asset valuation

• DK asset value of urban park (Panduro et al. 2018)

• UK asset values of urban blue and green (ONS, Nafilyan and Lorenzi 2019)

• NL monetary ecosystem accounts (CBS, Horlings et al. 2020)  

• D comparison of urban parks amenity value to land prices (Grunewald et 
al. 2020, ESP 2020)

https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/environmentalaccounts/bulletins/uknaturalcapital/urbanaccounts#cultural-services
https://www.cbs.nl/en-gb/background/2020/04/monetary-valuation-of-ecosystem-services-for-the-netherlands


#4: Amenity services discussion

Questions for discussion:

• What methods can be used to measure these services in physical and 
monetary terms?

• What measurement boundaries or conventions should be established to 
distinguish these services from related services such as concerning 
recreation?


